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From rational capitalism
and democracy to political
capitalism and post-democracy
Bob Jessop

Capital as a Social Relation
•
•
•

•
•
•

Why does wealth in societies dominated by the capitalist
mode of production take the form of a mass of commodities?
The commodity form is (stem-)cell form of the capital relation
and basis of bourgeois social formations and social order
CMP involves profit-oriented, market-mediated accumulation
linked to the rational organization of capitalist production and
trade in free markets (M-C-M’ [en] or G-W-G’ [de])
Contradictions and dilemmas of capital relation vary in weight
in stages/varieties of capitalism interacting in world market
Growing integration of world market generalizes and
intensifies contradictions: harder to escape, displace or defer
Rational capitalism isn’t the only game in the world economy

Self-Valorization of Capital
• Only when the commodity form is generalized to labourpower (a fictitious commodity) does the market-mediated
self-valorization of capital become possible.
• Only then does the appropriation of surplus labour gain
its distinctive capitalist mediation through market forces.
• In short, exploitation takes the form of – is mediated by –
exchange relations (contrast the visibility of exploitation in
slavery, a feudal corvée, or a seven-year indentured
apprenticeship).
• When labour-power is a commodity, all inputs into the
capitalist labour process take the form of commodities.
This enables the self-valorization of capital.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital as a social relation
The Pashukanis question
Formal adequacy
The basic contradiction
Variegated neoliberalism
Financialization
The austerity state
Authoritarian statism
Conclusions

The Law of Value
• Capital accumulation is a profit-oriented, market-mediated
process and occurs within the framework of the value-form,
without being fully determined by it (agency matters!).
• Thus post hoc and ex ante fluctuations in profits (market
price less cost price) mediate “law of value” in capitalism.
• Responding to past experience and anticipating possible
future fluctuations in profits, enterprises allocate labourpower and physical capital to production, distribution, and
circulation – bearing in mind the money (credit) cost of both
• Whether these calculations prove correct and firms can sell
their commodities at a profit depends on subsequent
market forces. It is therefore inherently uncertain.

The ‘Pashukanis Question’
‘Why does the dominance of a class
take the form of official state
domination? Or, which is the same
thing, why is not the mechanism of
state constraint created as the
private mechanism of the dominant
class? Why is it dissociated from the
dominant class -- taking the form of
an impersonal mechanism of public
authority isolated from society?'
(E.B. Pashukanis, Law &
Marxism,1951: 185).
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An Answer to this Question - I

An Answer to this Question - II

• ‘Where exploitation takes the form of exchange,
dictatorship may take the form of democracy’
• Capitalism extends commodity form to labour-power
(wage relation): surplus labour can be appropriated as
surplus-value, exploitation can take form of exchange
• Form of political organization corresponds to the form
of economic organization (Marx), so dictatorship may
have democratic form where economic and political
class struggles are separated – subject to the logics of
market forces and liberal democracy respectively
• This formal possibility depends on balance of forces

• Bourgeois democratic republic is the formally adequate type
of capitalist state for economies that rely primarily on trade
in free markets and capitalist commodity production

The ‘Normal’ State Form

“Comprehensive Contradiction”

• National territorial state
• But extra-territoriality and the ‘camp’
• Constitutional State (Rechtsstaat)
• But temporary suspension of rule of law
• Liberal Bourgeois Democracy
• But various kinds of exceptional regimes
• Tax state (Steuerstaat)
• But predatory kleptocracies, fiscal crisis and default
• Temporal sovereignty
• But challenges posed by emergency plus urgency

Economic and Political Struggles
• Economic struggle will normally occur within the logic of
the free market (i.e., for workers, it concerns wages, hours,
working conditions, prices, and, perhaps, social wage)
• Political struggle will normally occur within the logic of a
representative state based on rule of law (i.e., over the
‘national interest’, or reconciling particular interests of
citizens and property owners in ‘illusory’ general interest)
• Class is absent as explicit organizing principle of capitalist
type of state – without any legal or de facto monopoly of
political power, the dominant class must fight for political
power on formally equal terms with subaltern classes

• not all capitalist states are democratic
• once democracy emerges, reversals can occur;
• policies may be substantively inadequate to the reproduction of
rational capitalism and its extra-economic preconditions

• Not all capitalist economies are primarily based on these
two modes of orientation to profit:
• political capitalisms have always co-existed with rational capitalism
• finance-dominated accumulation is becoming more significant;

The classes whose social slavery the [democratic]
constitution is to perpetuate – proletariat, peasantry,
petty bourgeoisie – it puts in possession of political
power through universal suffrage. From the class whose
old social power it sanctions, the bourgeoisie, it
withdraws the political guarantees of this power. It
forces the political rule of the bourgeoisie into
democratic conditions, which at every moment help the
hostile classes to victory and jeopardize the very
foundations of bourgeois society. From the first group it
demands they should not go forward from political to
social emancipation; from the others they should not go
back from social to political restoration’ (Marx, Class
Struggles in France, 1850)

Gramsci on Lo Stato Integrale
• Focused on modalities of state
power rather than its specific
institutional mediations
• Stato integrale = “political society +
civil society” or ‘hegemony
protected by armour of coercion’
(SPN1: 263; Q6 §88: 763-4)
• The entire complex of practical and
theoretical activities with which the
ruling class not only justifies and
maintains its dominance, but
manages to win the consent of those
over whom it rules (ibid.: 244)
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Exploring Adequacy

State in Capitalist Society
•

Type

Definition

Examples

Material adequacy

Formal
adequacy

Relative fit between form and content, i.e., the
extent to which a given form provides the best
framework to realize a given content.

• Credit as money form
• Value form and liberal
bourgeois democracy
• Machinofacture and
real subsumption
• Role of bureaucracy in
the “modern” state

Historical constitution

•

Formal adequacy

•

Historically specific type tied to •
primacy of capitalist production

Structure results from pathdependency and path-shaping

Material
adequacy

Relative fit between a form and the material world it
shapes (including its spatio-temporal dynamics). It
depends on the extent to which the form is filled
with an appropriate content through social action.

•

Main principle of societal
organization is accumulation

•

Other organizational principles
are possible (polymorphy)

Functional
adequacy

Pragmatic performance of specific functions,
• “Between equal rights,
regardless of the form(s) that frame them. How does
force decides”
a social relation or practice gain a given content,
mission, aims, and objectives that aid accumulation?

•

Class power is structural and
tends to be obscure or else is
seen as legitimate

•

Class power is contingent:
openly instrumental or
mediated via other relations

Social
adequacy

Capacity of a given form (or forms) to generate
supportive identities, meaning systems, and
expectations (forms of life) that facilitate the
realization of the corresponding logic of action.

•

Political Capitalism and Democracy
• Arguments about the formal adequacy of liberal bourgeois
democracy for capitalist social formations assume that ‘capitalist
exploitation takes the form of exchange’
• With the rise of neoliberalism and finance-dominated
accumulation, exploitation also depends on three kinds of
political capitalism (as defined by Max Weber, but also studied in
other work on capitalism, including Marx et al.):
• force and domination,
• predatory forms of appropriation,
• unusual deals with political authority

• Combined with intensifying crises on a world scale, this
further weakens conditions for liberal bourgeois democracy

• Bourgeois and citoyen
• “Indebted man”

CAPITALISM

Rational
Capitalism

Political
Capitalism

Traditional commercial
capitalism

Mode #1

Mode #2

Mode #3

Mode #4

Mode #5

Mode #6

Trade in
free markets
and rational
organization
of capitalist
production

Capitalist
speculation
and finance

Predatory
political
profits

Profit on
market from
force and
domination

Profit from
‘unusual’
deals with
political
authority

Traditional
types of trade
or money
deals

Weber’s Modes of Orientation to Profit (Based on Swedberg 1998)
* Rational: allocate capital in terms of expected market return ( not efficient)

ErwerbsOrientierung
Rationale
Orientierung

Handel bei
freiem Einund Abtausch
Güterbeschaffungsbetrieben mit
Kapitalrechnung

Handel und
Spekulation in
Geldsorten,
Übernehmung von
Zahlungsleistungen,
Schaffung von
Zahlungsmitteln, Kredit

The Decline of Liberal Democracy

Politische
Orientierung

Beuteerwerb
von politisch.
oder politischorientierten
Verbände /
Personen, z.B.
finanzieren von
Partei Führer,
Krieg,
Revolution

Erwerbskraft
gewaltsamer,
durch die
politischer
Gewalt
garantierter
Herrschaft.
z.B. Kolonien,
Erwerb durch
Steuer- oder
Amtspakt

Traditionelle
Orientierung

Außerrordentliche
Lieferungen
politischer
Verbände

Spekulation in
typisierten
Waren oder
verbrieften
Anteilen an
Unternhehmungen,
Zahlungsgeschäfte der
öffentlichen
Verbände

• Liberal democracy was stronger when primary scale of
economic and political organization was national:
• National economy was steered by national state on behalf of
national citizens to create conditions for national prosperity
• It rested on class compromise between industrial (or, better,
profit-generating) capital and organized working class

• Internationalization weakens conditions for this type of
regime (including territorial and temporal sovereignty)
• Neo-liberalism weakens them further as it promotes
financialization (interests of financial capital) and modes
of political capitalism that bind capital and the state

Typische Richtungen kapitalistischer Orientierung des Erwerbs (Siehe: Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, 1922: 96-96)
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Kinds of Neo-Liberalism
• Neo-liberal system transformation
• Shock therapy in post-socialist, market economies (ground zero)

• Neo-liberal regime shift
• Principled roll-back of post-war settlements, roll-out of neo-liberalism

• Neo-liberal structural adjustment programmes
• Imposed on “crisis-ridden” economies by external powers & forces
Source:
Independent
18.11.2011

• Neo-liberal policy adjustments
• Pragmatic adaptation of post-war growth modes to new conditions

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/analysis-and-features/what-price-the-new-democracy-goldman-sachs-conquerseurope-6264091.html, accessed 18.01.2015

Neo-Liberal Regime Shifts
• Liberalization: promote free competition
•
•
•
•
•

The Neoliberal Highpoint and After

De-regulation: reduce role of law and state*
Privatization: sell off the public sector
Market proxies in the residual public sector
Internationalization: facilitate flows in and out
Lower direct taxes: boost consumer choice

• 1980s-early 1990s

[These six policies are also part of structural adjustment
programmes together with emphasis on debt repayment]

• Late 1990s-early 2000s

* W.E. Black adds “de-criminalization” of financial fraud

Sequential but Overlapping Phases
in Neoliberal Regime Shifts
1. Roll-back: end ‘normal’ and ‘exceptional’ forms of state
intervention linked to welfare and/or developmental states
2. Roll-out: ‘exceptional’ measures to establish ‘normal’ forms
of neo-liberal rule nationally, supranationally, internationally
3. Crisis-managed phase: ‘exceptional’ steps to save neo-liberal
project with flanking and supporting measures to keep neoliberal project moving forward plus a strong ‘security state’
4. ‘Blow-back’: emergence of distinctive crises of neo-liberal
finance-dominated accumulation
5. Crisis of neo-liberal crisis management leading to search for
new accumulation regime, mode of regulation, and state?

All forms co-exist  celebration of neo-liberal hegemony

• Mid-1990s
System transformation fails, crisis in roll-back phase of regime
shifts, structural adjustment fails, pragmatic neo-liberal policy
adjustments are seen to be reversible
Neo-liberal bubbles begin to burst, economic expansion is
restored’ by creating the conditions for more bubbles
Growing crisis of world market shaped by neo-liberalism

Why Neo-Liberalism Matters
• Neo-liberalism privileges the exchange-value moment of
capital’s contradictions and favours associated fractions
of capital, their overall strategies and specific policies
• Neo-liberalism generalizes/intensifies contradictions on
a world scale - world crises become possible
• Logic of capital colonizes other systems and lifeworld
via ‘rational’, profit-oriented, market-mediated capital
accumulation and, lately, neoliberal political capitalism
• It destabilizes ‘spatio-temporal fixes’ that help manage
contradictions and dilemmas and weakens state or
shared capacities to compensate for this one-sidedness
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Some Foundational Contradictions
Basic Form
Commodity

Value Aspect
Exchange-value

Use-value

a) abstract labour as substitutable
factor of production
b) sole source of surplus value

a) generic and concrete skills,
different forms of knowledge
b) source of craft pride

Wage

a) monetary cost of production
b) means of securing supply of
useful labour for given time

a) source of effective demand
b) means to satisfy wants in a
cash-based society

Money

a) interest bearing capital,
a) measure of value, store of
private credit
value, means of exchange
b) international currency
b) national money, legal tender
c) ultimate expression of capital in c) general form of power in the
general
wider society

Derivatives

Pure value in motion
Arbitrage

Labour-power

Some Foundational Contradictions - II

Material Aspect

Hedging

The Significance of Contradictions
• Contradictions of capital relation are incompressible but
their weight varies with stages and ‘varieties’ of capitalism
• Contradictions dilemmas (e.g., does State treat wages,
including social wage, mainly as source of demand –
Keynesian welfare; as cost of [international] production –
neoliberal retrenchment; or both – as in flexicurity?)
• Handling of these contradictions shapes later crises (e.g.,
Keynesian welfare state is weakened as wage qua cost,
money qua currency, get more significant, limiting crisismanagement capacities, damaging social compromise)
• Next spatio-temporal fix(es) depend on path-shaping
initiatives and new challenges to accumulation

From Finance Capital

Value Aspect

Material Aspect

a) Abstract value in motion as
necessary moment in the selfexpansion of capital
b) source of profits of enterprise

a) stock of specific assets to be
valorized in specific time and place
under specific conditions
b) concrete entrepreneurial and
managerial skills

a) Transformed natural
resources
b) Alienated and alienable
property, source of rents

a) Freely available and uncultivated
resources
b) 'Free gift of nature' that is
[currently] unalienable

Knowledge

a) Intellectual Property
b) Monetized Risk

a) Intellectual Commons
b) Uncertainty

State

Ideal Collective Capitalist

Factor of Social Cohesion

State Bond

Interest-bearing (fictitious)
capital

Means of reproducing state and its
activities

Productive
Capital

Land

Why Neo-Liberalism Matters – II
• Coercive power of competition increased as
• capital becomes increasingly freed from the constraints of national
states and disembedded from other systems: the loss of temporal
sovereignty is more important than the loss of territorial sovereignty
• unrestrained competition to lower socially necessary labour-time,
socially necessary turnover time, naturally necessary production time

• Reinforced by emphasis on shareholder value,
• this particularly benefits hypermobile financial capital
• reinforcing its competitiveness
• enhancing its abilities to displace and defer problems onto other
economic actors and interests, other systems, and environment

States and Neoliberalization - I
• In the genesis of neoliberalism, private organizations
prepared an intellectual war of position that prepositioned neo-liberal ideas to exploit economic and
political crisis of the late 1960s and 1970s and to make
neo-liberal solutions appear to be ‘common sense’
• In neoliberal system transformation, national states were
backed by leading imperial states (USA and EU) plus
Bretton Woods agencies (notably IMF, World Bank, and
WTO) to undertake ‘shock therapy’
• Linked to kleptocratic practices and unusual deals with
political authority that broke all neoliberal principles.

to Finance-Dominated Accumulation
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States and Neoliberalization - II

States and Neoliberalization - III

• Something similar occurred in case of neo-liberalism
imposed through structural adjustment policies.
• Public authority, usually elected but sometimes
dictatorial, played a crucial role in neo-liberal regime
shifts by rolling back post-war settlements in different
types of economic and political regime
• In the case of pragmatic neoliberal policy adjustments,
governments had key role but this reflected normal play
of politics and policy-making. But there was a ratchetlike effect as pragmatic policies cumulated over time.

• Public authority also played crucial roles, with financial
and industrial capital in exploiting the roll-back of
earlier institutionalized compromises
• Capital exploited these opportunities on an increasingly
global scale thanks to the subsequent push to roll out
neoliberalism on a global scale
• ‘Unusual deals with political authority’ facilitated by
campaign finance, lobbying, and revolving doors
promoted the ‘deregulation, desupervision and de
facto decriminalization’ (Black 2012) of finance

States and Neoliberalization - IV

Finance Capitalism?

• Political executive (i.e., without serious and informed consent
from parliaments or electorates) and transnational capital are
now trying to establish non-accountable economic and legal
regimes that would consolidate the power of transnational
capital vis-à-vis national governments.

• Stage in development of capitalism, marked by fusion
of productive capital and finance capital (Hilferding)
• Finance-led accumulation regime: regulationist account
of post-Fordist mode of growth in which growth
dynamic depends on complementarity between
financialization and other structural forms (e.g., wagerelation) (positive view)
• Finance-dominated capitalism: accumulation regime in
which circuits of financial capital are ecologically
dominant over other circuits (negative view)

• E.g. the TransPacific Partnership and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership.

• Although rhetorically justified in the name of free trade, most
treaty measures aim to put the activities of transnational
capital beyond sovereign control of national states.
• Yet national states promote this – which suggests the need to
adopt a Gramscian rather than narrowly juridico-political
account of the state and state power.

Categories for Analysing Capital
Productive capital (constant and
variable) plus capital of circulation

Capital as (commodity and money capital)
functioning
Merchant’s capital (commoditycapital
dealing capital and money-dealing
capital) has necessary functions

Division of labour plus division of property
among productive capitalists
Commercial credit reduces demand for
own capital
Bank credit concentrates spare funds and
savings of all classes in hands of moneydealing capitalists

Capital as
property

Interest-bearing capital (titles of
ownership or financial assets)
Fictitious capital when viewed in
terms of capitalized income streams

MMC employed neither in production or
circulation - useless for profit-producing
capital, value set by capitalization of
revenues relative to interest rates

Fictitious
capital
(narrow)

Money lent as MMC directly or via
Basis for exchange of money against
banks to state (e.g., to finance wars, ownership titles – can be multiplied many
public expenditure, state activities) times over (leverage)

Descriptive Aspects of Financialization
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proliferation and expansion of financial markets
Deregulation of financial system and broader economy
New financial instruments and institutions
Dominance of finance over profit-producing capital,
affecting investment and production
Market forces, complemented or reinforced by policies,
underpin rising inequalities in income and wealth
Consumption tends to be sustained by extending credit
Finance colonizes economic and social reproduction
Special culture: accounting, managerialism, debt culture
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Analytical Aspects of Financialization
• The basic principle of financialization is transformation of
future streams of (profit, dividend, interest) income into
tradable assets like stocks or bonds (securitization)
• A ‘pattern of accumulation in which profit making occurs
increasingly through financial channels rather than trade
and commodity production’ (Krippner 2002)
• Increased importance of fictitious credit, fictitious capital,
fictitious profits and capital as property in economic
dynamics of finance-dominated accumulation (FDA)
• FDA reflects the systemic weight and power of financial
markets, financial motives, financial institutions, and
financial elites in national and international economy

Finance-Dominated Accumulation en Régulation
Basic
Form

Primary
Aspect

Secondary
Aspect

Key Institutional
Fix

Spatio-temporal
fix

Capital

Fast, hyper-mobile
money (including
derivatives) as
general form

Valorization of
capital as fixed asset
in global division of
labour

De-regulation of
financial markets,
state targets price
stability, not jobs

Free trade without
national or regional
state controls; grab
future values

(Social)
Wage

Private wage plus
household credit
(promote “private
Keynesianism”)

Cut back on social
wage as (global)
cost of production

Numerical and
time flexibility;
new credit forms
for households

War for talents plus
race to bottom for
most workers and
“squeezed middle”

State

Neo-liberal
policies with
Ordoliberal
constitution

Flanking plus soft +
hard disciplinary
measures to secure
neo-liberalism

Free market plus
“strong state”
(authoritarian
statism)

Endorses intensified
uneven development
at many sites + scales
as market outcome

Create space of

Dampen uneven
Washington
development, adapt Consensus
to rising economies regimes

Global
flows for all forms
Regime of capital

Core-periphery tied
to US hegemony, its
allies and relays

Finance and Liberties - II

Give a man a gun
and he can rob a bank

Give a man a bank
and he can rob the world

Finance and Liberties - I
... banking institutions are
more dangerous to our
liberties than standing armies.
If the American people ever
allow private banks to control
the issue of their currency, first
by inflation, then by deflation,
the banks and corporations
that will grow up around the
banks will deprive the people
of all property until they lose
everything (Jefferson 1802)

The North Atlantic Financial Crisis

• ‘We must make our choice.
We can have democracy in
this country or we can have
great wealth concentrated in
the hands of a few, but we
can’t have both’ (aphorism,
attributed to Hon. Justice
Louis D. Brandeis, n.d.)
• See also: L.D. Brandeis, Other
People’s Money and How
Bankers Use it (1914)
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Immediate Origins of the Crisis
• NAFC arose from “capitalist speculation and finance”, not
from “free trade in markets and capitalist production”
• Its was enabled by “unusual deals with political authority”
(de-regulation of finance, rising income and wealth
inequalities, etc) and “predatory political profits” (due to
roll-out of neo-liberal regimes, “disaster capitalism”)
• Specific form due to hyper-financialization of advanced
neo-liberal economies, especially de-regulated, opaque
and sometimes fraudulent financial institutions
• NAFC has triggered crisis in neo-liberal, finance-dominated
accumulation regimes in a world market that has been reorganized in the shadow of neo-liberalism
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Finance-Dominated Accumulation in Crisis
Basic
Form

Primary
Aspect

Secondary
Aspect

Key Institutional
Fix

Spatio-temporal
fix

Capital

Rising antagonism
between “Main
Street” and “Wall
Street” (City, etc)

Epic recession based
on debt-defaultdeflation dynamics
(D4)

De-regulation 
crisis of TBTF
predatory finance
+ contagion effect

Protectionism in core
economies, growing
resistance to free
trade in periphery

(Social)
Wage

Credit crunch puts
private Keynesianism into reverse

Austerity reinforces Growing reserve Global crisis and
D4 and leads to
army of surplus,
Internal devaluation
double dip recession precarious labour  reproduction crisis

State

Political capitalism
undermines
Ordoliberalism

Austerity policies
meet resistance,
harsher discipline

Unregulated space Multilateral, multi-

Global
of flows intensifies scalar imbalances
Regime “triple crisis”
and race to bottom

Crises in political Cannot halt uneven
markets reinforce development at
“post-democracy” many sites + scales
Crisis + rejection of Crisis of US
(post-)Washington hegemony, BRICs in
Consensus
crisis and disarray

Obama - Before
• Speaking in Greenville,
South Carolina on 22
January, 2008:
• “Washington lobbyists
haven’t funded my
campaign, they won’t run
my White House, and they
will not drown out the
voices of working
Americans when I am
president.”

Obama - After
• Michael Froman (Citigroup,
then bankrupt group with
many charges of financial
crime) was in charge of
providing President-elect
Obama a slate of cabinet
and subcabinet heads to
reflect Wall Street interests
• He sent many e-mails to the
transition team on these
appointments.

Froman on Review Teams
“Attached is the latest version of the Agency Review
teams. …
The hope is that, while there are no guarantees, some
people on these lists might make their way into the
agencies ultimately.
Our role is to check whether there is much overlap
between the names here and names were generating for
sub-cabinet positions in each agency.
There doesn’t need to be total overlap, but if there is a
total disconnect, it would probably be better to rectify
that now vs. later” (Source Wikileaks)
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Froman’s List
• The ‘revolving door’ between Wall
Street and Washington span faster
than ever in first Obama administration
• His key economic advisers
• Jack Lew, the Treasury secretary;
• Sylvia Mathews Burwell, head of
Office of Management and Budget;
• Gene Sperling, director of National
Economic Council;
• Michael Froman himself, a senior
White House economic adviser
• Froman became USTR in 2013

• are all acolytes of Robert Rubin, exTreasury Sec and Wall Street insider at
Goldman Sachs and Citigroup
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Austerity Politics: Theory and Practice
When the public debt reaches a certain level, costs of interest and
repaying principal become a burden on the productive sector (always
said to be private in contrast to parasitic, wasteful public spending)
and this leads to (a) fiscal crisis, (b) loss of legitimacy, (c) loss of
confidence by bond markets, (d) loss of sovereignty. The only solution
is to cut public debt and, if this is to be done, it’s best done quickly

And if one were explicit …?

Policy, politics, …
• Conjunctural austerity policies
• introduced initially as temporary measures in response
to short-term or immediate problems. As conjuncture
improves, these policies are suspended or reversed.

• Neoliberal politics of austerity
• enduring politics of austerity (‘permanent austerity’) is
promoted in reply to a ‘chronic’ crisis, real or fictitious,
in fisco-financial domain and/or in wider economy
• Intended to reorganize the balance of forces in favour of
capital rather than to make policy adjustments to
safeguard existing economic and political arrangements

… and the Austerity Polity
• Results from a continuing fundamental institutional
reorganization of relations between economic and
political in capitalist formations
• May be a possibly unintended cumulative result of
enduring politics of austerity, especially where this
aggravates the underlying causes of fisco-financial crisis
• May result from deliberate strategy to subordinate the
polity more directly and durably to the ‘imperatives’ of
‘globalization’ as construed in neoliberal discourse

Some Features of Austerity States
• Shift economy from wage-led growth to finance-domination
• Redistribute income from wage-earners to capital
• Promote ‘precarity’ in all areas of life as disciplinary tool to
reinforce the financialization of everyday life
• Recompose social and demographic profile, with growing
inequality in wealth and more stratification within classes
• Facilitate penetration or capture of state by corporations
• Speed up turn from welfare state with its shared citizenship
rights to a coercive workfare and, esp. in US, penality.
• Promote the values of hierarchy and competitiveness
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Austerity - a Miracle for Whom?

Post-Democratic Trends
• Recent critics (e.g., Crouch 2004) see post-democracy as a
new trend and relate it to mass media and catchall parties.
• Yet the rise of authoritarian statism has been noted for
some 100 years, from very different political standpoints
• State monopoly capitalism theories
• Beginning with Lenin, Comintern, post-war communism

• Crisis of liberal democracy, rise of strong executives
• Carl Schmitt

• First-generation Frankfurt School
• Neumann

• Second-generation Frankfurt School
• Habermas

Authoritarian Statism

Authoritarian Statism
• Transfer of power from legislature to executive
and concentration of power within the latter

Intensified state control over
every sphere of socioeconomic life combined with
radical decline of institutions
of political democracy and
with draconian and multiform
curtailment of so-called
‘formal’ liberties

• Accelerated fusion of the three branches of state
legislature, executive, judiciary – decline in the
rule of law
• Functional decline of political parties as leading
channels for ‘popular’ political dialogue with the
state and as major forces in organizing hegemony

(State, Power, Socialism 203-4)
Nicos Poulantzas 1936-1979

Normal State vs Exceptional Regime
• Many discussions treat liberal bourgeois democracy as the
formally adequate type of capitalist state and therefore as a
relatively stable and enduring form of state.
• As a commissarial dictatorship (commissioning of individual
dictator or dictatorial executive committee to take urgent
action in response to a security threat (military, economic,
famine, disaster, etc.), exceptional regimes are expected to
be temporary – hence use of regime rather than state
• As exceptional regimes proved more enduring, Poulantzas
spoke of authoritarian statism as a normal form of state (not
a regime) marked by intensified crisis tendencies and by a
relative normalization of elements of exceptional regimes

• Rise of parallel power networks that cross-cut the
formal organization of the state, with a major
share in shaping its activities outside formally
accountable mechanisms (esp. on global scale)

Economic and political crisis - I
• Financial and economic crises have more radical effects when
there is a crisis in the state and political life and when crisis
provokes challenges to state as well as economic forms
• Current crisis was not initially associated with a crisis in the
state (i.e., dominant patterns of governance and government):
instead, “market failure” led to “state rescue”
• Indeed, roll-out of free markets has been associated with
extension of strong state at home and with new forms of
transnational governance inaccessible to popular forces
• Both aspects limit scope for social movements to define the
nature of the crisis and to shape responses
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Crisis of Crisis-Management

Economic and political crisis - II
• State facilitated superficial return to financial “business as
usual” (elements of “extend and pretend”) but there was
uncertain, limited, halting recovery in “real economy”
• State rescue has transformed crisis in private finance into crisis
of public finance and sovereign debt: this is being solved
through austerity politics (there are alternatives)
• Austerity is generating political/state crises at rural and urban,
regional, national, EU, and international scales
• There are obvious signs of “crisis in crisis management”, ad hoc
muddling through, and incoherent responses; and this is
provoking popular discontent and mobilization

• From weakened state capacities ...
• Dissolution of expertise and crisis-management units 
dependence on financial expertise from private sector
• Deregulation and liberalization lead to loss of steering ability
• Quantitative easing and problem of exit strategy
• Accumulated deficits and low interest rate policy

• To exceptional state triggered by economic crisis
•
•
•
•

loss of temporal sovereignty
loss of territorial sovereignty
concentration of economic policy-making power
problems of political paralysis

Conclusions - I

Conclusions - II

• Do not fetishize the separation between economy and
politics, market and state
• State power is an integral part of reproduction of the
capital relation (but not reducible to its role in this area)
• Accumulation depends on strategic use of economic and
extra-economic resources for differential accumulation
• State is never absent from process of capital
accumulation, whether in stability or crisis
• State is active not only in general and particular material
policies but also in organizing capitalist power blocs and
disorganizing subordinate classes and forces

• In heartlands of neoliberalism, a crisis of finance-dominated
accumulation provoked a crisis in neo-liberalism
• Which was managed by buying time through a state of
economic emergency and transformed crisis of financedominated accumulation into crisis in this regime
• The broader multiple crisis condensed into (but not
reducible to NAFC) has not been manifested in a massive
political or state crisis in the heartlands of neoliberalism
• but only because of the intensification of authoritarian
statism and the shift to a permanent state of exception …
• that is being used to roll out a permanent austerity state

Conclusions - II
• Post-democratic trends are not new – they have been noted
regularly well before the last 15 years. But they have become
more powerful and are becoming more entrenched.

THE END ….

• These trends are part (and only part) of the more general
development of authoritarian statism as the latest normal
form of the capitalist type of state, linked to intensification of
political crisis and the integration of generic elements of
exceptional regimes into the normal state
• In some cases, a shift is occurring from the ‘new normal’ (i.e.
authoritarian statism) to a state in capitalist society, with a
greater visibility of class power and anti-democratic trends
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• The theoretical and empirical support for these
arguments can be found in my publications over
many years. Most of these are archived and freely
accessible at http://www.bobjessop.org
• With thanks to the Centre for Advanced Studies,
LMU, München, for the chance to present this
lecture on 8 November, 2016, a momentous day, as
it may well prove, in the history of the limits of
financialization and political democracy.
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